BEAM CLAY® BMX / Motorcross Jump & Track Mixes are pulverized, blended, and screened.

We can make any ratio you want (using black, grey, red, orange, brown, tan, or white clays blended to your specifications or we can supply less expensive raw clay freshly dug from the pit, but we have found BEAM CLAY® BMX / Motorcross Track Mix to be an excellent mix. Freshly dug clay is clumpy, much harder to work with, and will not perform as well as the above mix.

Also, available are our BEAM CLAY® BMX / Motorcross Jump & Track Mixes using either red, black, grey, tan or white 3/16” minus crushed aggregate with either a red, black, grey, tan, or white clay binder or STABILIZER® binder. The stabilized mix is two steps down from an all-weather track that is very firm yet resilient with excellent drainage yet a loose top surface. We also have polymerized clay that repels water yet stays resilient. The polymerized mix is one step down from an all-weather track that is very firm yet resilient and repels water.